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As Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are rapidly deployed to expand the field of wireless products, the provision of authen-
tication and privacy of the information transfer will be mandatory. These functions need to take into account the inherent limitations of
the WLAN medium such as limited bandwidth, noisy wireless channel and limited computational power. Moreover, some of the IEEE
802.11 WLAN characteristics such as the use of a point coordinator and the polling based Point Coordination Function (PCF) have
also to be considered in this design. In this paper, we introduce a security protocol for the IEEE 802.11 PCF that provides privacy and
authentication, and is designed to reduce security overheads while taking into account the WLAN characteristics. We prove this protocol
using the original and modified BAN logic.

1. Introduction

In the near future, Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs) are expected to constitute one of the largest seg-
ments in the market for wireless products [14]. Wireless
Local Area Networks will facilitate ubiquitous communi-
cations and location independent computing in restricted
spatial domains such as offices, factories, enterprise fa-
cilities, hospitals, and campuses. In such environments,
WLANs will complement and expand the coverage areas of
existing wired networks. The main attractions of WLANs
include: cost effectiveness, ease of installation, flexibil-
ity, tether-less access to the information infrastructure, and
support for ubiquitous computing through station mobility.
One particular advantage of WLANs is the fact that they
can be quickly installed in an Ad Hoc configuration by
non-technical personnel, without pre-planning and without
a supporting backbone network.

A WLAN consists of a set of wireless stations (STx),
called a Basic Service Set (BSS), and a Point Coordinator
(PC) which arbitrates the access of the wireless stations
(figure 1).

Radio WLANs may employ either Narrow Band or
Spread Spectrum (SS) techniques. In the United States,
a license is typically required to operate non-spread spec-
trum narrow band transmitters [14]. However, licenses are
not required to operate spread spectrum equipment in the

Figure 1. Wireless LAN configuration.

Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM) frequency bands (902–
928 MHz, 2400–2483.5 MHz, and 5725–5850 MHz bands).
Spread spectrum techniques provide resistance to inten-
tional jamming by another source and the degrading effects
of multipath transmission. The characteristics of SS modu-
lation are also advantageous from the security standpoint,
since both direct sequence (DS) SS and frequency hopping
(FH) SS distribute the bits of transmission information for
a chip duration [4]. The security aspects of SS communica-
tion have been investigated in [17]. The authors concluded
that the use of SS as the only security mechanism will not
be sufficient. The active intruders in the same service area
can easily know or detect the spreading code. Therefore,
their conclusion was that in order to ensure highly efficient
and secure wireless communication systems cryptographic
techniques that incorporate the SS features must be used.

The currently proposed security methods require a sym-
metric (private key) system or/and an asymmetric (pub-
lic key) system to authenticate the packet. Moreover, to
efficiently derive an authentication technique, a mutual
challenge-response protocol based on a random nonce is
employed in most protocols proposed for wireless systems
[7,11].

However, since in wireless LANs the bandwidth and
the computing resources are limited, complex cryptographic
protocols such as those requiring extensive computations
and transmissions can not be considered. So far, no security
protocols for Wireless LANs were proposed for the IEEE
802.11 WLAN.

In this paper we propose a security protocol that is
designed for the IEEE 802.11 PCF (Point Coordination
Function) and also takes into account the characteristics
of a WLAN environment such as limited bandwidth, lim-
ited computational power and noisy wireless channel. The
limited bandwidth dictates a small number of messages to
be exchanged for providing security services. The limited
computational power limits the use of sophisticated cryp-
tographic techniques. For the noisy environment we will
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Figure 2. IEEE 802.11 PCF protocol operations.

make provisions for suitable retransmissions of our security
messages.

The privacy and the authentication of this security pro-
tocol are proved using the original and modified BAN logic
presented in [8,22].

2. Wireless LANs

In this section we first describe IEEE 802.11 PCF and
the WLAN characteristics that are relevant to the design of
our security protocol.

2.1. IEEE 802.11 Point Coordination Function (PCF)

As defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard [5], both the Dis-
tributed Coordination Function (DCF) and the Point Coor-
dination Function (PCF) coexist without interference. The
seamless integration of the two access methods is obtained
by the use of a superframe denoted as Contention Free Rep-
etition Interval. As shown in figure 2, the first period of the
Contention Free Repetition Interval follows the contention-
free PCF and the second part of the frame follows a con-
tention period.

The PCF protocol is based on a Polling Scheme con-
trolled by the Point Coordinator (PC). Data frames sent
from the PC to station STx are denoted as CF-Down (Dx)
(which includes a CF-Poll bit) frames and Data frames sent
from STx to the PC are termed CF-Up (Ux) (which includes
a CF-Ack bit) frames. The PC sends Dx frames between
the start of the contention free and the CF-End using the
SIFS (Short Inter-Frame Space) except in cases where a
transmission by another STx is expected by the PC and an
SIFS gap elapses without the receipt of the expected trans-
mission. In such cases, the PC sends the next Dx frame a
PIFS (Priority Inter-Frame Space) after the end of the last
Dx [5].

The CF-Poll bit in the Dx frames will allow the station
to send its Ux data. The station immediately responds to

the CF-Poll Bit by sending the frame with CF-Ack bit after
a SIFS gap. Also the Dx frames will contain the CF-Ack
bit to acknowledge the preceding Ux data [5].

Based on the above PCF access procedure, we propose
a security mechanism that will be initiated by the Point
Coordinator (PC).

2.2. WLAN characteristics

In this subsection we will discuss the WLAN character-
istics that are pertinent to security protocols design.

• Roaming: It is the ability to deliver services to wireless
stations outside of the basic service area. When a wire-
less station is roaming, new authentication through the
wireless medium must be performed to ensure the new
origination of communication and the new session key
from unauthorized access and use. In this case it is de-
sirable that the new security mechanisms performed in
the new service area should be kept minimal to assure
seamless transfer between the areas.

• Reduce power consumption: Since the WLANs are in-
tended for portable battery operated wireless stations,
low power consumption is a very important consider-
ation. Therefore, the security mechanisms developed
should use relatively low complexity cryptographic al-
gorithms.

• Limited bandwidth: The limited ISM frequency band
allocated by the FCC and the requirement to use spread
spectrum communication limit the data rate. For exam-
ple in the IEEE 802.11 standard the data rate is up to
2 Mbps. This characteristic will require security proto-
col design that minimizes the number of messages ex-
changed over the wireless medium.

• Noisy channel: In WLANs the bit error rate is high
relatively to wired transmission medium. This charac-
teristic will dictate security protocols that incorporate
appropriate provisions for erroneous messages and re-
transmission procedures.
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Figure 3. Proposed PCF security protocol operations.

The security protocol proposed here takes into account
the above characteristics of the WLANs, the use of a PC
and the polling based PCF.

3. Proposed wireless security protocol for IEEE 802.11
PCF

3.1. WLAN design principles and notations

The following assumptions and design principles will
guide us in the development of the PCF based security
protocol.

• PC maintains a list of wireless stations within its BSS
and updates it whenever a new station joins or a station
leaves the BSS.

• The stations register for PCF service during the DCF
period.

• The polling sequence is determined by the PC.

• PC serves as the authentication agent of the basic service
set.

• Since the communication in the PCF period is connec-
tion oriented, the proposed security protocol will be ex-
ecuted only at the connection initiation, i.e., after the
station registers through the DCF period. As depicted
in figure 3, the proposed security procedure consists of
three messages (three way handshake) that replace the
Dx frame that includes CF-Poll.

• Public-key cryptography is used to authenticate and up-
date the session key, and shared-key cryptography is
used to provide privacy [7]. In addition, the public-key
cryptography is used by PC for privacy.

• The known BSS session key is used for the initial talk to
poll the STx and create a unique session key to enhance
the bandwidth.

• A number of timers are used in both PC and STx to re-
duce security overheads and therefore increase the sys-

tem bandwidth. These timers will be set based on the
characteristics of the wireless environment. If there is
no response within the allocated time, the PC or STx
will retransmit the message. This retransmission may
occur up to a maximum number of times which will be
determined by the channel quality, the applications that
need to be services, etc.

We will present a number of notations used in the re-
maining part of the paper:

• N : a valid random nonce,

• T : the time at which POLL is emitted,

• L: the life time of the nonce,

• POLL: contains N , T , and L,

• XXID: XX’s IP address,

• PubXX: XX’s public key,

• PriXX: XX’s private key,

• MD(PP): Hash function (e.g., MD5) value of parameter
PP,

• E(X , 〈YYs〉): encryption of YYs using key X ,

• [{IIs},C]: xor IIs with the session key C,

• Mess. #n ReTr: Message #n Retransmission.

In the next subsection, we will specifically discuss the
security protocol operation which is depicted in figure 3.

3.2. Proposed PCF security protocol description

We assume that the PC wants to establish a session with
ST1 in a contention free period. The proposed PCF security
protocol proceeds as follows:

• Step 1 (PC→ ST1)

step 1.1 PC creates N .

step 1.2 PC computes MD(N ), the hash value of the
message digest [13], to ascertain ST1’s turn.
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step 1.3 N and MD(N ) are encrypted with the public
key which belongs to ST1.

step 1.4 To broadcast the poll for ST1, PC has to send
its IP address PCID. After appending PCID to the
encrypted data, PC xors the message with the BSS
session key (SessionKey).

step 1.5 PC transmits Message #1:
[{PCID,E(PubST1, 〈N , MD(N )〉)}, SessionKey]

step 1.6 PC starts the timer for Message #2 the moment
Message #1 is sent. If there is no reply from ST1,
PC will retransmit the message up to a maximum
number of times Mess. #1 ReTr. If no reply, the PC
returns control to the main PC routine.

• Step 2 (PC← ST1)

step 2.1 ST1 xors Message #1using BSS session key.

step 2.2 ST1 verifies the ciphertext of both N and
MD(N ) using its private key. If ST1 can decrypt
the message under its private key (PriST1), ST1 real-
izes that this message is a POLL destined for itself,
and proceeds to the next step. If ST1 can not de-
crypt the message, proceed to receive mode since the
message is not destined for ST1.

step 2.3 ST1 detects whether PCID is correct or not.
If PCID is valid, proceed to the next steps. If not,
proceed to receive mode.

step 2.4 ST1 creates SKNEW, the new session key. The
length of SKNEW is variable according to the channel
environment, the priority of message, or security.

step 2.5 ST1 creates SKN , the current session key for
PC and ST1. The current session key (SKN ) is xoring
the new session key (SKNEW) and the previous session
key (SKN−1). If it is the first connection, the current
session key (SKN ) is the new session key (SKNEW).

step 2.6 ST1 uses ST1ID to identify itself to PC. ST1
encrypts ST1ID and SKN using the PC public key.
Then, this encrypted data is appended to MD(N ).

step 2.7 ST1 xors the message using BSS session key
(SessionKey).

step 2.8 ST1 transmits Message #2:
[{MD(N ),E(PubPC, 〈ST1ID, SKNEW〉)}, SessionKey]

step 2.9 The timer is started for Message #3. If there is
no response from PC in a predetermined time, ST1
assumes the traffic is lost in the wireless network. In
such an event, ST1 will retransmit Messages #2. The
number of retransmissions will be bounded by Mess.
#2 ReTr.

• Step 3 (PC→ ST1)

step 3.1 PC xors Message #2 with BSS session key.

step 3.2 PC validates the hash value of N . If MD(N )
is valid, go to next step. If MD(N ) does not match,
the wireless station suspects an attacker and control
is returned to the main PC routine.

step 3.3 PC ensures that it can decrypt the ciphertext
using its private key (PriPC). If PC can decrypt and
verify STID along with MD(N ), PC starts generating
Message #3. If PC can not decrypt the message or
STID is not the authentic station that PC intended to
poll, the conversation is disconnected and PC returns
control to the main PC routine.

step 3.4 PC computes SKN using SKNEW.

step 3.5 T and L are generated to compute POLL.

step 3.6 PC encrypts all factors of POLL using PubST1.
This encrypted data based on N performs the mutual
authentication.

step 3.7 To provide additional mutual authentication
between PC and ST1, we use a unique current ses-
sion key (SKN ). PC xors the encrypted data using
SKN to identify itself to ST1.

step 3.8 PC transmits Message #3:
[{E(PubST1, 〈T ,L,N〉)}, SKN ]

step 3.9 The moment PC sends Message #3, the timer
starts running for the beginning of the communica-
tion stage. After receiving Message #3, ST1 has to
send information to PC or another wireless station
within the time-out period of the timer of PC. Ac-
cording to our PCF security protocol, an information
message keeps the PC informed that ST1 is alive and
sending data. If no data from ST1 is detected in
a timing threshold, PC will retransmit the message.
The number of retransmissions is bounded by Mess.
#3 ReTr.

• Step 4 (from ST1)

step 4.1 ST1 xors Message #3 to achieve mutual au-
thentication using SKN . If ST1 can xor, the next
step is performed. Otherwise, the party sending the
message is suspected to be an attacker or the message
was damaged due to channel noise. Thus, ST1 goes
back to the receive mode. The number of times ST1
can fail to xor is bounded by Mess. #3 ReTr.

step 4.2 ST1 makes sure that the ciphertext is correctly
decrypted using its private key. If ST1 can decrypt
and verify an authentic PC based on a valid random
nonce (N ), ST1 starts the next step. If not, ST1 goes
back to the receive mode. The number of times ST1
can fail to decrypt or validate (N ) is bounded by
Mess. #3 ReTr.

step 4.3 ST1 starts sending information.

The flow chart and the proof using BAN logic [8,22] of
this protocol are described in the Appendix.

The proposed security protocol takes into account the
characteristics of a WLAN environment such as limited
bandwidth, limited computational power and noisy wireless
channel. The limited bandwidth dictates a small number
of messages to be exchanged for providing security ser-
vices. We only have three messages. The limited compu-
tational power limits the use of sophisticated cryptographic
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techniques. We use xor function and public key encryp-
tion. For the noisy environment we have incorporated pro-
visions for suitable retransmissions of our security mes-
sages.

3.3. Comparison with other wireless security techniques

Our security protocol is different from the recently pub-
lished security techniques for wireless LANs [7] and CDPD
network [11] in a couple of aspects such as: a) privacy in
the first step, b) exposure of the nonce and c) the number of
expensive computations required to complete the authenti-
cation process.

In the proposed PCF security protocol, we have imple-
mented a number of additional properties that are derived
from the WLAN characteristics, e.g., the use of the polling
based PCF and a Point Coordinator.

In the recently published protocols for wireless com-
munication, the first authentication occurs in the second
message. However, in this proposed protocol, authentica-
tion starts to occur in the first message. This feature can
be obtained due to the fact that PC is the one that creates
and distributes the poll in a contention free burst. The pro-
posed protocol also has a unique merit as compared with
other approaches which use mutual authentication proto-
cols or hand-shake methods, because we never expose the
nonce. Therefore, this security protocol can eliminate the
risk that can be caused by attacks to the unencrypted nonce.

The advantage of the using SKN which is constructed
by the public-key and the shared-key algorithms at the ini-
tial connection is that we can eliminate at least one expen-
sive private key computation. This elimination is due to the
fact that POLL is encrypted under the public key of ST1
and the message is xored by the unique session code SKN .
If ST1 can synchronize and xor using SKN , ST1 will start
to send information.

The proposed PCF security protocol provides an unique
session key which is dynamically changeable correspond-
ing to the wireless medium environment, the priority of
message, or security. Even though the session key due to
the simple xor operation may not be applied for strong se-
cure assurance by itself, it is successfully operated in PCF
polling mechanism with the public-key encryption. There-
fore, we can effectively reduce the total number of expen-
sive computations calculated in currently proposed proto-
cols [7,11] to three.

The comparison between the proposed PCF protocol and
other wireless schemes is summarized in table 1.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a security protocol for
IEEE 802.11 PCF which achieves authentication and pri-
vacy in wireless LAN environments using a point coordina-
tor, unique session codes for each connection, and the pri-
vate/public key cryptographic algorithms. The proposed se-
curity mechanism is integrated with the polling based PCF.

Table 1
Comparison with other wireless approaches.

PCF Security Aziz and CDPD network
Protocol Diffie [7] basic security [11]

# of expensive computations 3 4 NA
Authentication in first step YES NO NO
Privacy of Nonce YES NO NO

∗ In view point of wireless LAN, CDPD network protocol is not available
for the first comparison.
∗ The basic security protocol among CDPD proposals [11] is selected for
a fair comparison.

This integration and the use of the session code sequence
as one more key result in an efficient security mechanism
in a low bandwidth ISM band with relatively reduced com-
putation power at the wireless stations and PC (Point Co-
ordinator). The authentication and privacy features of the
proposed protocol have been proven using the original and
modified BAN logic.

Appendix A. The flow chart of proposed PCF security
protocol

Notations

E(X , 〈Y Ys〉) : Encryption of YYs under key X

N : A valid random nonce
T : The time at which POLL is emitted
L : The life time of the nonce
POLL : (N , T , L)
[{IIs}, C] : xor IIs with session key C

SessionKey : The BSS session key
Mess, #n ReTr : Message #n Retransmission
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Appendix B. Proof of proposed PCF security protocol
for WLAN

B.1. Authentication proof using BAN logic

To prove the authentication provided by the proposed
security protocol, we use the logic of authentication devel-
oped by Burrows, Abadi and Needham (BAN logic) [8].
Since the conventional notation for security protocols is not
convenient for manipulation in the logic of authentication,
they introduced the rules to annotate protocols transforming
each message into a logic formula. BAN logic is the most
widely used logic for analyzing authentication protocols
[6]. By using this logic of authentication, flaws in several
protocols, including Needham–Schroeder have been found
and redundancies in many protocols including Yahalom,
Needham–Schroeder and Kerberos [6] have been discov-
ered. Therefore, the BAN logic was successfully used to
prove security features in a number of papers [6,7,23,24].
We propose a different notation for the specific session key.
We assume that from the security viewpoint, the function
of the unique session key is the same as for a public key.

This is due to the fact that in our scheme we have a master
(the PC). (We use the same notation as used in [8].)

More notations
A : is PC.
B : is ST1.
SAB : Unique session key between A and B
SBSS : BSS session key

More constructs
| S; P : P has S as a session key.

Security protocol

1. A→ B : {AID, {N}KB}SBSS

2. A← B : {H(N ), {BID,SNEW}KA}SBSS

3. A→ B : {{L,N}KB}SAB

Idealized protocol

1. A→ B : {|KA→ A, {N}KB}SBSS

2. A ← B : {H(A
N
 B), {|KB→ B,A |≡ (A

SAB−1
 B),

A
SNEW
 B}KA}SBSS
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3. A→ B : {{< A
L
 B >N}KB ,B |≡ (A

SAB↔ B)}SAB

Proof. Assumptions:

1. A |≡ |KA→ A

2. A |≡ |SBSS
; BSS

3. B |≡ |KB→ B

4. B |≡ |SBSS
; BSS

5. BSS |≡ |KA→ A

6. BSS |≡ |KB→ B

7. BSS |≡ |SBSS
; BSS

8. B |≡ A
SAB−1
 B

9. A |≡ (B |⇒ A
SNEW
 B)

10. B |≡ (A |⇒ A
L
 B)

11. B |≡ (A |⇒ A
N
 B)

From Assumption 6 and message 1, we obtain:

B � {|KA→ A, {N}KB}SBSS

B |≡ |KA→ A

In Message 2, we apply the Hash function rule. Using
Assumption 11, we obtain:
B |≡ A |∼ N
B |≡ A |≡ A

N
 B

In addition, from Assumption 1, and B |≡ |KA→ A, we
get:

A |≡ B |≡ A |≡ A
N
 B

Applying the rules of message meaning to Message 2,
we get:

A � {H(A
N
 B), {|KB→ B,A |≡ (A

SAB−1
 B),A
SNEW


B}KA}SBSS

A |≡ B |∼ {|KB→ B,A |≡ (A
SAB−1
 B),A

SNEW
 B}KA

Using Assumption 8 and the fact that B uses public key

KA with |KB→ B, A authenticates that the message if from
B. So, we obtain:

A |≡ B |≡ A
SNEW
 B

Now, A is able to use SNEW to compute SAB.

A |≡ B |≡ A
SAB↔ B

In Message 3, A uses SAB to get:

B � {{< A
L
 B >N}KB ,B |≡ (A

SAB↔ B)}SAB

Applying the rules of message meaning, we obtain:

B |≡ A |∼ {{< A
L
 B >N}KB ,B |≡ (A

SAB↔ B)}

B |≡ A |≡ A
SAB↔ B

From Hash function rule, and public key KB , we get:

B |≡ A |≡ B |≡ < A
L
 B >N

In addition, using the shared secret L and Assump-
tion 10, we get:

B |≡ A |≡ B |≡ A |≡ A
L
 B

Thus, the authentication results are:

• B |≡ A |≡ A
N
 B

• A |≡ B |≡ A |≡ A
N
 B

• B |≡ A |≡ B |≡ A |≡ A
L
 B

• A |≡ B |≡ A
SNEW
 B

• A |≡ B |≡ A
SAB↔ B

• B |≡ A |≡ A
SAB↔ B

�

B.2. Privacy proof

In this subsection, we analyze the proposed security pro-
tocol from the privacy viewpoint. Since the logic of authen-
tication was developed only to prove authentication, we
modify it. We use all the notations and rules to annotate
protocols in the logic of authentication. We also assume
that from the privacy standpoint the adaptive binding ses-
sion key has the same function as the public key. This is
due to the fact that only one pair of stations can recognize
the message that is coupled by the unique session key in
the PCF security protocol. To transform each message into
a logic formula of privacy, we create more constructs. We
use the same assumptions as in B.1. In order to drive re-
sults, we first modify the idealized protocol of the logic of
authentication for the privacy version.

More constructs
P | �⇒ X : Only P has jurisdiction over X.
� X �T : X is protected by T.
v X wT : The privacy of X is obtained using T.

Idealized protocol for privacy

1. A→ B : {AID,� N �KB}SBSS

2. A ← B : {H(A
N
 B),� BID,A |≡ (A

SAB−1
 B),

A
SNEW
 B �KA}SBSS

3. A → B : ��< A
L
 B >N�KB ,B |≡ (A

SAB↔
B)�SAB

In Message 1, since only stations in the same BSS can
recognize the polling signal with SBSS, we obtain:
B |≡ � AID,� N �KB�SBSS
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Then, we obtain the privacy of AID in the same BSS.
B |≡ v AID,� N �KBwSBSS

From the proof of authentication, we have obtained:
B |≡ A |∼ N

Using Message 1, Assumptions 6 and 7 (provide in B.1.)
and the fact that N is encrypted using public key KB , we
obtain:
B |≡ (A | �⇒ v AID,v N wKBwSBSS)

Applying Hash function rule to Message 2, we obtain:

A |≡ �v N wH(N ),� BID ,A |≡ (A
SAB−1
 B),A

SNEW

B �KA�SBSS

Using Assumption 8 and the rules of message meaning,

A |≡ (A
SAB−1
 B), B uses public key KA to protect el-

ements from the eavesdropper. So, we get the result of
privacy from Message 2 as follows:
A |≡ (B | �⇒ vv N wH(N ),v BID,SNEW wKAwSBSS )

Now, only A and B are able to compute SAB using SNEW

and SAB−1. So, we obtain:

A |≡ A
SAB
 B

B |≡ A
SAB
 B

Since in Message 3, A uses SAB to protect the privacy
of the poll parameters from the eavesdropper, we obtain:

B |≡ A |∼ v�< A
L
 B >N�KBwSAB

From the replay of N which is used in Message 2 with
Hash function, we obtain:
B |≡ A |∼ v� L,� L�N�KBwSAB

Since A uses public key KB to convince B, we get:
B |≡ (A | �⇒ vv L wKBwSAB )

We summarize the results from the logic of privacy:

• B |≡ (A | �⇒ v AID,v N wKBwSBSS) from Message 1

• A |≡ (B | �⇒vv N wH(N ),v BID,SNEW wKAwSBSS)
from Message 2

• B |≡ (A | �⇒ vv L wKBwSAB ) from Message 3

In summary, every element that includes the stations’ ID in
each message meets the requirements of privacy.
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